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Abstract— Data hiding (or information hiding) is a part of information security and a secret communication technology.  Steganography or 
data hiding is the process of hiding a secret message within a larger one such that the presence of the secret message cannot be detected. The 
main objective of this paper is to explore audio steganography and its applications in secure, real-time voice communication. Audio 
steganography is a one of the type of steganography that is used to transmit hidden information or data by changing or altering an audio 
signal in an indistinguishable way. The main challenge in audio steganography is to obtain robust high capacity steganographic systems. 
The main objective of this paper is to propose a header based LSB audio steganography technique to embed information or message in wav 
file. This proposed technique also deals with modification of LSB in order to hide the images in the audio signals for copy right protection 
and also for secure images sharing. The results of proposed technique are compared with some well known existing technique on the basis 
of performance parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Today by increasing use of the internet and other new technologies, the possibility of pirate access to private information of 
the people and companies has been increased. So it is necessary to employ novel methods for confining the accesses to 
important data or information. Steganography [1] is a powerful tool which increases security in data transferring and 
archiving. The word steganography derived from Greek and means "concealed writing". 

Steganography [1] is the art and science of concealed hiding messages (or data) within data in such a way that no one apart 
from sender and intended recipient, know the existence of message i.e. Steganography is changing the image in such a way 
that only sender and intended recipient is able to detect the message sent through it. There are 2 main components of 
steganography: 

a) Host Message: The message used to hide secret message is called host message or cover message. 
 

 
b) Stego Message: Once the content of cover message is altered, the resultant message is called stego-message [2] or 

steganogram.  Stego-message is a combination of host message and secret message. 
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Figure 1 demonstrated the general steganography system as: 

1. Write a non-secret cover message. 
2. Then hide a secret message encoded on cover message by using a key to produce stego message. 
3. Sender sends the stego-message over the insecure channel to the receiver. 
4. At the receiver side, on receiving the stego-message, the receiver extracts the secret embedded message from the 

stego- message by using a key. 
 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

Balgurgi and Jagtap (2012) [2] provides implementation of two level encryption of user data by combining two areas of 
network security i.e. steganography and cryptography. The authors also describe combination of LSB technique with XORing 
method increase the level of security and improve the confidentiality of audio steganography. 

Kumar et al. (2012) [3] has proposed  two      primitive techniques i.e. LSB modification and phase encoding technique to 
get an idea of how steganography in audio file works. The method of LSB modification is the least secure. Security of this 
method based on the assumption that no other parties are aware of the secret message but it is easy to implement. Due to 
channel noise and resampling, this method is very susceptible to data loss. The method of phase encoding technique can be 
used only when a small amount of data needs to be concealed and disadvantage of this method is low data transmission rate.  

Kumar and Anuradha (2012) [4] have given a method of embedding text data (or message) in an audio file using LSB and 
restored correctly at the destination (or receiver) end. An audio file can be used as carrier media to transmit data from one 
communication channel to other without affecting the cover file. The designing is been done in audio file which are wav files. 
The WAV file is a multi format file that contains header and data. The embedding of data should be done in data not in header 
because header part can create corruption in an audio file.  

         Djebbar et al.(2011) [5] presented a novel and adaptable techniques to enforce data security in audio steganographic 
system and also addresses issues related to the need to secure and preserve the integrity of data concealed in voice 
communications, even when the latter passes through  insecure channels. This technique deals with data that is to be 
embedded in secure way and then extract that data by authorized people that ensures to obtain robust high capacity 
steganographic system. The author also has given a present state of art literature in digital audio steganographic techniques 
and their approaches. 
 

Asad et al.(2011) [6] has proposed two ways to extend the conventional LSB modification technique for audio 
steganography to make it more secure against steganalysis and decrease the probability of secret message being extracted by 
attacker. The first way is to randomize bit number of host message used for embedding secret message and the second method 
randomize sample number containing next secret message bit.  

 
Divya and Reddy (2012) [7] have presented two substitution technique of audio steganography that improves the 

capacity of cover audio for embedding additional data by 35 % to 70%  as compared to standard LSB algorithm with 4 LSBs 
used for data embedding . Using these methods, data are embedded  into multiple and variable LSBs depending on the MSB 
of the cover audio sample. The main advantage of this proposed method is they are simple in logic and the hidden information 
is recovered without any error. 

 

Fig.1.The general Steganography system (Adapted from [2]) 
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Shahadi and Jidin (2011) [8] have proposed a high capacity and high quality audio steganography algorithm The aim 
of this algorithm to gain a large embedding capacity and high output quality for different data types, to gain advantages of 
three things: Discrete wavelet packet transform, bits block matching between message and cover signals, and adaptive hiding 
in LSB depend on the strength of the cover samples. The bit block matching output is used to generate embedding key that is 
used in both embedding and extraction process and also increase the security of steganographic information in proposed 
algorithm 
 

III.  PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In the condition of steganalysis, classification of audio documents as a bearing hidden information is not a security issue. 
Using steganographic methods, a host audio object can be converted to stego audio object. In this thesis a statistical methods 
will be proposed which will calculate the effect of steganography on audio signals. Kumar and Anuradha (2012) [4] has 
proposed a technique which does not use the data headers to embed the information. The limitation of this existing approach 
is that system will analyse the entire wave file to find the messages; which becomes time consuming if the size of wav file is 
quite large. The emphases of this work are to propose a technique which put minimum effect on audio signals. So to reduce 
this problem we will use headers to embed the message in wav files. This proposed technique has also modified the LSB in 
order to hide the images in the audio signals. The motivation behind is to use copy protection for audios and also send images 
in more secure manner same as text data. Different metrics will be calculated which will be used to compare proposed optimal 
technique with available methods. 

A. Objectives 

Following are the various objectives of this research work: 
1. The main objective of this work is to propose a header based LSB audio steganography technique. 
2. This work also focuses on to find the gaps in existing literature. 

3. To modify LSB in order to hide digital images in audio signals for copy right protection and also for secure images 
sharing. 

4. Comparison will be drawn among proposed algorithm and existing algorithm on the basis of following performance 
parameters: 

a. Mean Square Error (MSE) 

b. Signal To Noise Ratio (SNR) 

c. Maximum Error  

d. Average Error 

e. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 

B. Performance Parameters 

Following are some parameters that compare the performance of existing and proposed algorithm: 
 

1. Mean Square Error (MSE): It is defined as the square of error between cover audio signal & stego audio signal. It 
is calculated as follows: 

��� = 1��[	
�� − 
��]�
�

���
 

 Where x(n) represent cover audio signal and y(n)                          represent stego audio signal. 
 

2. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR): It is the measure of quality of audio signal by comparing cover audio with stego audio 
signal. It is calculated as follows: 

��� = 10 �����
∑ 	
�������

∑ [	
�� − 
��]�����
 

     
Where x(n) represent cover audio signal and y(n) represent stego audio signal. 
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3. Maximum Error: The highest or strongest possible error is called maximum error. It is defined as maximum of 

mean square error (MSE). Maximum error is denoted by Max_error and is calculated as follows: 
��	_����� = �	
���� 

 Where MSE represent Mean Square Error. 
 

4. Average Error: Average error is defined as mean of mean square error (MSE). Average error is denoted by 
Avg_error and is calculated as follows: 

!"�_�����=  ���
���� 
 

5. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): It is defined as square root of mean square error (MSE). 

���� = √��� 
 
 																																																	 

IV.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The limitation of existing algorithm is that systems will analyses entire wav file to find the messages; which becomes time 
consuming if the size of wav file is quite large. In order to reduce this problem we have used header based LSB audio 
steganography technique to embed information or message in wav file and also deal with modification of LSB in order to 
hide the digital images in the audio signals for copy right protection and also for secure image sharing. 
 

A. Proposed algorithm 
 
The algorithm of the proposed technique contains two parts: 

1. First part gives the steps to embed the image as a secret message into the wave file called encoding process. 
2. Second part gives the steps to detect the secret image called decoding process. 

Encoding Process 

Step 1: Input .wav file of any size and input image in 2-D plane as a secret message that is to be embedded in wave file. 
Step 2: Read wav file specified by string filename and pathname, returning sampled data in y, sample rates (fs) in hertz, 
number of bits per sample (nbits) used to encode data in file and also returns a structure opts of additional information 
contained in the WAV file i.e.                [, &', �()*', �+*'] = ,�"���-
[+�*ℎ�� �	&)���� �], [1,2]�;  
Step 3: Open wav file using fopen function (fopen is a string that contains the name of file and pathname) for read access, and 
returns an integer file_identity i.e.                            &)��_)-��*)* = &�+��
[+�*ℎ�� �	&)���� �], ′�′�; 
Step 4: Read data from the wav file specified by file_identity to the end of the file in uchar (unsigned character) format into 
input_wave, resulting in a column vector containing the same number of elements as are in file.                              
)�+1*_,�"� = &���-
&)��_)-��*)*, )�&, ′12ℎ��′�; 
Step5: Subtract total length of input wave from  44 i.e. 

� = ����*ℎ
)�+1*_,�"�� − 44; 
Step 6: Read input image that is to be embedded in wav file specified by string filename and pathname i.e. 

)�+1*_) ��� = ) ���-([pathname1 filename1]); 
Step 7: Define row and column of input image and transpose input image for data vector i.e. 
							)�+1*_) ���	=	)�+1*_) ���′; 
Step 8: Watermarked image i.e. image going to be hidden is equal to input image i.e. 
        ,) = )�+1*_) ���
: �; 
            Where wi represents watermarked image. 
Step 9: If ��, ∗ 2�� > � then 
                       print ”Not Adjustable due to size”; 
             else 

																	 ��7�-�1-�1*+1*_) ���=)�+1*_,�"�; ��7����*ℎ = ��, ∗ 2�� ; 
Step10:for	k = 1	to	row ∗ col	do   ��7�-�1-�1*+1*_) ���
44 + 7�=()*'�*
 ��7�-�1-�1*+1*_) ���
44 +
7�,1, ,)
7��; 
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Step 11: Get stego wav file as output i.e. wav file in which secret image is embedded.                  

Decoding Process 

Step 1: Select .wav file in which secret image is embedded 
Step 2: Read wav file specified by string filename and pathname and open wave file using fopen function (fopen is a string 
that contains the name of file and pathname) for read access, and returns an integer file_identity i.e.                      
&)��_)-��*)* = &�+��
[+�*ℎ�� �	&)���� �], ′�′�; 
Step 3: Read data from the wav file specified by file_identity to the end of the file in uchar (unsigned character) format into 
input_wave, resulting in a column vector containing the same number of elements as are in file.                               
)�+1*_,�"� = &���-
&)��_)-��*)*, )�&, ′12ℎ��′�; 
Step 4: Seek the location to 44th point. 
Step 5: for i = 1	to	marklength do 
                 ,1
)� = ()*��*
�
)�, 1�; 
             where w1 represents watermarked image 
                          a represents read data from file specified by file_identity to the marklength i.e. 

� = &���-
&)��_)-��*)*, ��7����*ℎ,′ 1)�*8′�; 
Step 6:	,1 = ,1′; 
Step 7: Then transform w1 into row using Vector2Matrix method i.e. 

.																	 = I�2*��2��*�)	
,1, ��,�; 
Step 8: Extract secret embed image from output stego wave file. 
Step 9: Find normalized correlation between input image and secret embed image. 

Flowchart of proposed algorithm is illustrated in figure 2:  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Read wav file specified by string filename and 
pathname and open wave file using fopen 

function for read access and returns an integer 
file_identity. 

Read data from the wav file specified by 
file_identity to the end of the file in uchar 

(unsigned character) format into input_wave. 

Define row and column of input image and 
transpose input image for data vector. 
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Input .wav file of any size and input image in 2-
D plane as a secret message that is to be 
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Read input image that is to be embedded in wav 
file. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND RESULT 

To verify the proposed algorithm we have taken a set of 20 audio files in .wav format with different size. And also take 
images (as a secret message) in .bmp format of small size that is to be embedded in input wave file. These waves files in 
which secret image is embedded are passed to the proposed simulator i.e. MATLAB one by one and get stego wave file as 
output. Waveform and spectrogram of input wave file and output stego wave file are drawn. 

Consider input wave file of size 86.1 KB and its waveform is shown in figure 3: 

 

 

Yes 

No 

         Yes 

No 

Embed input_wave in makedaudoutput_image 
and marklength is equal to row*col. 

k=1 

Is k  < 	row ∗ col? 

markedaudoutput_image
44 +
k�=bitset
markedaudoutput_image
44 +

k�,1, wi
k��; 

Get stego wav file as output i.e. wav file in which 
secret image is embedded. 

Watermarked image i.e. image going to be hidden 
is equal to input image 

Is	��, ∗ 2�� > �? 

STOP 

Not 
adjustable 
due to size 

      Fig.3. Waveform of input wave file 

Fig.2.Flowchart of Proposed Algorithm 
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The waveform display shows a waveform as a series of positive and negative peaks. The x-axis (horizontal ruler) measures 
time, and the y-axis (vertical ruler) measures amplitude-the loudness of the audio signal.  
 
A spectrogram is a representation of how the frequency content of a signal changes with time.  Time is displayed along the x-
axis, frequency along the y-axis, and the amount of energy in the signal at any given time and frequency is displayed as a level 
of grey. Spectrogram of input wave file is displayed in figure 4: 

 

 
Now take input image (as a secret message) in .bmp format of small size that is to be embedded in input wave file. Input 
image is shown in figure 5: 

 
 
After embedding input image into input wave file we get stego wave file as output i.e. wave file in which image as a secret 
message is concealed. Then only the intended recipient suspect or know the existence of secret message in the output stego 
wave file. Waveform of output stego wave file is displayed in figure 6: 

  

And spectrogram of output stego wave file is shown in figure 7: 

       Fig. 19: Spectrogram of input wave file 

Fig.5. Input image 

Fig.6. Waveform of output stego wave file 

       Fig. 4.Spectrogram of input wave file 
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This shows that there is reasonable no change between input wave file and output stego wave file. 

VI.  PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Performance of proposed algorithm is evaluated on the basis of following performance parameters: 
1. Mean Square Error (MSE) 
2. Signal To Noise Ratio (SNR) 
3. Maximum Error  
4. Average Error 
5. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 

Mean Square Error (MSE): 

 

Figure 8 shows the comparative analysis between the proposed and the existing technique that the proposed technique is 
better than the existing as the mean square error value is less in the proposed algorithm i.e. it either 0 or close to 0 value; 
thus proposed technique has shown  effective and better results. 
 
Signal To Noise Ratio 

Fig.7.Spectrogram of output stego wav file 

Fig.8. MSE Evaluation 
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Figure 9 shows the comparative analysis between the proposed and the existing technique. This figure illustrates that SNR 
values are maximum in the case of the proposed technique than existing technique therefore proposed technique is providing 
better results. 

Maximum Error 

 

 

Figure 10 shows the comparative analysis between the proposed and the existing technique. Value of maximum error lies 

between 0 or close to 0. It will clearly see that proposed technique has shown better results. 

Average Error 

Fig.9.SNR Evaluation 

Fig.10. Maximum Error Evaluation 
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Figure 11 shows the comparative analysis between the proposed and the existing technique. Value of average error lies 

between 0 or close to 0. It will clearly see that proposed technique has shown better results. 

Root Mean square Error 

 

 

Figure 12 shows the comparative analysis between the proposed and the existing technique and it will clearly seen that 
proposed technique has shown better  and effective results. 

CONCLUSION  

This research work has evaluated the different gaps in existing research and techniques. It has been found that existing 
technique do work well but they are slow in nature as audio size always vary. If the size of wav file is quite large, the system 
will analyses entire wav file to find the messages which become time consuming. Therefore in-order to provide improved 
and fast results, a new integrated header based LSB audio steganography technique is proposed in this research work. This 
proposed technique also deals with modification of LSB in order to hide the digital images in the audio signals for copy right 
protection and also for secure images sharing. In order to improve the efficiency and prevent audio steganography algorithm 
from becoming the bottleneck of encoded audios, different metrics are calculated which will be used to compare proposed 
optimal technique with existing technique. By doing performance analysis it is shown that the proposed technique provides 
better and effective results 
 

Fig.11. Average Error Evaluation 

Fig.12: RMSE Evaluation 
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